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	Title: In My Garden
	Author: by Betty Coffelt, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: With all the rain it was difficult to keep up with the weeding.  I would sneak outside when the sun came out between storms and pull a few weeds here and there.  Luckily I have many stepping stones so I could reach most places among the flowers without stepping on the wet ground.  My garden soil is heavy clay, so I try not to walk on it when it is all wet in order to minimize compaction.  In the yard the crocus are blooming nicely.  I have 5 colors, but they pop up in succession.  We are on the third color now.  Each one seems to bloom and die and the next color starts.  So far I have had golden yellow, light purple with white strips and now dark purple.  Early and mid-season daffodils and narcissus are in full bloom. Freesias are just beginning to open up and lily bulbs are pushing through the soil. It looks like the Oklahoma redbud will be in bloom in a few days.March is when I do my once a year fertilization with a 16-16-16 granular fertilizer.  Flowering trees, shrubs, and flowers benefit from nutrients.  If you have camellias after bloom is the time to cut them back and fertilize them. Make sure you use clean tools. I use alcohol in a spray bottle to disinfect my tools.  Both of my camellias are just beginning to bloom now so it will be closer to the end of the month before I cut them back and fertilize them.  One project I am trying to stay on top of is staking my tall alstroemeria.  Princess type alstroemerias are shorter, but I have a different one that grows to 4 feet.  Its flower is unusual too.  It has a cluster of small pale melon flowers that are beautiful.  This year I added another layer of height to help it stand upright.It’s that time of year to scatter oyster shell around to combat snails and slugs.  I like to do it when my peonies are about 1 foot tall and my hostas are coming up.  I put a 1-inch layer of oyster shell around most plants and this will last all season. If I get it on in time then the plants will look great and not like swiss cheese. Many succulents are flowering right now and the hummingbirds really like the blooms.  I have one in a hanging basket just outside my kitchen window, so I get to watch the hummers from inside. Out in the garden it is time to bend over the bulb onion.  I do this when the throat of the onion is about 1 inch in diameter.  By bending the stems over the growth goes into the bulb and not into producing a seed stalk.  If you are growing onions and would like to save some seed for next season, then let one or two of your plants grow straight up and they will produce a seed head that will be ready to harvest in probably late May.  The seeds are tiny and black.  Store them in a small paper bag until August, and then scatter them on the soil where they can get water. When the plants are about 6-8 inches tall, and then transplant them in your rows.
	Page 2: We are still harvesting grapefruit, oranges and tangerines along with avocados.  I am getting ready to plant potatoes.  Some I’ll plant in the ground and others I’ll plant in a bucket with drainage holes.  I just read about this, so I am trying it on a smaller scale.  You put about 6 inches of soil in the bottom of the bucket and plant your potatoes.  When the tops get 6 inches tall add soil to cover 4 inches, leaving 2 inches of plant above the soil line. When the plants get 6 inches tall again add 4 inches of dirt.  Continue to do this until the soil is at the top of the bucket.  We will see how it does. My first planting of tomato plants is already several inches tall.  I planted 5 varieties in the first planting and 4 others in the second planting three weeks later.  I just finished sowing seeds of summer flowers, including tiny seeded coral bells.  One trick I use with really small seeds is to cover the potting soil with a layer of Kleenex and wet it with a spray bottle.  Sprinkle the seeds over the Kleenex and put the whole container into a plastic bag and tie it shut.  The Kleenex keeps the seeds from going deep onto the soil and getting buried so deep they can’t sprout.  Watch them and when you see them sprouting untie the plastic bag and mist until they are large enough to plant outside.  Chocolate gardens have been gaining in popularity.  One of my favorites is the chocolate dahlia; it is very decorative with exquisite color.  I recently saw a picture of chocolate clematis that also looked intriguing.  You might want to try a plant or two.  Some have a great chocolate smell and some just the chocolate color. Well you can bet that March will be a gardening month…and before April I will have my garden tilled and half way planted.  Enjoy your yard and garden springing to life!
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